
 
CLOSED WINDOWS, OPEN DOORS. 
 

 
(Otto Dix, Stosstruppen) 
 
 
Prologue 
 
Nearby Tolmino, not far from the Isonzo river’s right bank, in Italy, more than four 
hundred cannons are deployed. One every thirty meters. Who is in command of that huge 
deployment has received strict orders: opening fire only by order of the General in 
command. The General in command – recently at the head of the XVII Army Corps- is the 
rising star of the Italian Royal Army: his name is Pietro Badoglio. His subordinate in 
waiting for his orders- a Colonel- has a name which says all: Cannoniere ( in English 
Gunner), Alberto Cannoniere. 
Nomen omen?  
 
 
Exceptions and rules. 
 
Autumn 1917. For us it is the third year of war. On the Isonzo front ( the same where the 
Badoglio’s guns are deployed), the script is always the same: the artillery opens fire, then 
the infantries attack. Finally, more than progresses, the dead and wounded are counted. It 
has happened in this way for eleven times during eleven offensives, one bloodier than the 
other, one more useless than the other . It is true: we have conquered Gorizia and the 
Bainsizza Plateau , but at cost of too many human lives. Be clear: pouring blood or wasting 
soldiers fruitlessly in fontal attacks is not an only Italian prerogative. Elsewhere – in 
Belgium, in the Austrian Galizia- the mould is the same. From this point of view , Cadorna- 
our Commander in Chief—is not guiltier than Nivelle, Haig or Brusilov. These are the rules 
of the game and every belligerent follows them.  
For a while, also the Germans follow this rule, then they change their tactic. Their problem, 
from a certain moment on, is sparing soldiers, not wasting them. They are in war with just 



about everybody, soon with everybody. If they do not act quickly, they risk to lose the war  
for lacking of men, of material, of equipment.  
It is, thus, urgent to unblock the situation with a decisive victory or to put it in stalemate, 
in order to force the Allies to treat the peace. And, for this reason, it is necessary exploiting 
at the best level what one has at his disposal. Why, for instance, do the soldiers have to be 
slaughtered into the trenches or during frontal attacks? Would it not be better to gather 
them in small units, giving them wide autonomy and mobility , in order they can infiltrate 
among the enemy lines for neutralizing the communications and the supplies, for hitting in 
the weak points, for outflanking trenches and strongholds? And what about the 
psychological effect of this tactic among troops which are not accustomed to feel the foe 
behind their backs? The  Germans create thus the Stosstruppen. They are assault groups 
formed by eleven, twelve men, commanded, usually, by a non-commissioned officer, 
composed by riflemen, machine-gunners and  men armed with flamethrowers. They have a 
wide  operational autonomy . 
A short and heavy artillery fire smoothes  their way; then, preceded by a creeping barrage, 
they leave their shelters in a random fashion and infiltrate through the enemy lines, 
targeting centres of communications, centres of command, telephone lines and so on. 
Following them, the infantries armed with mortars and flamethrowers  attack, on a short 
front, the enemy under shock and then they advance, leaving to a third wave the task to 
eliminate the last points of resistance. 
The  Stosstruppen are the fruit of an idea of a brilliant German officer, Colonel Fritz von 
Lossberg. He introduces also an other innovative idea : the defence in depth, or flexible 
defence. Few troops on the first line of combat, supported by a line of forts, bunkers or 
natural obstacles; many more troops on the second line and, in particular, on the rear line 
a whole division, ready to close the eventual breaches and to launch a fast counterattack 
when the enemy is not more under cover of his artillery. For those who are accustomed to 
do the opposite( a strong first line crowded by troops, a second line and a third line 
weaker) it seems almost a revolution. 
Luigi Cadorna- our Commander in Chief- is not very revolutionary. Decisive and 
authoritarian officer, he does not spare anyone. Nor his subordinates (he removes  from 
power many of them..), nor the politicians, nor the soldiers. In a triumph of bureaucracy 
applied to the arms, he floods the commands with circulars and memorandum. He has got 
his own ideas, his own certainties , his firm beliefs. Few doubts. To wear out  the enemy, he 
insists with the frontal attacks-- expensive, bloody, not very effective: in other words, 
appalling slaughters. Is he the only one who behaves in this way? No, he is not. We have 
already seen it. Do Haig and Nivelle act in different way? If the tactical--and strategic-- 
credo is the “Big Push”, Cadorna is not an exception, he can not be an exception.  
But he, however, is not blind or inexperienced. He has restructured the Italian Army, he 
has strengthened the artillery, of which he has understood the great importance; he has 
tried to imitate the German Stosstruppen, organizing the group of Arditi( Brave, Daring). 
But perhaps it is late. Late to change a consolidated mentality and late to train the troops 
to change their way of fighting.  And in particular it is late for making better the soldiers’ 
morale. Our soldiers are forced to exhausting shifts; they serve on the first line almost two 
weeks before being alternated( the Germans, two days ); the food is bad; they are exposed 
to the diseases and to poor weather, they are infested by lice, they bear veiled  grudges , 
they are demotivated. They do not return home since much time, the permissions are a 
kind of luxury. No one – a part some exception- -takes care of them, of their  material and 
spiritual needs.  
If the things do not go right, only they  pay ; instead of encouragements, they receive 
accusations of cowardice; instead of rewards, they receive punishments. They can not take 
it anymore. They dream to return home, to their affects, to their fields, to their job; they 
detest that “ useless slaughter” . The mumbles are increasing; some mutinies take place. In 



Italy as elsewhere ( in France, for instance), the answer of the officers is always the same: 
iron fist. But the situation does not become better. 
 
The lion of the Isonzo 
 
When the purpose of attacking Italy for giving breath to the Austria of the young emperor 
Charles I is suggested to him, Erich Ludendorff – the real Chief of German Staff – does not 
answer immediately affirmatively. For attacking Italy, German divisions are necessary and 
doing without them can be a luxury. Or a gift to the British and to the French, unable-- 
temporarily, at least-- to break the stalemate on the western front. He sends, then, to the 
Italian front a reliable General of his- Konrad Krafft von Delmensingen – to glance at the 
situation. Krafft goes, returns, explains the situation and concludes: it could be made. Ok, 
Ludendorff says, if we can attack Italy, we must do it. And perhaps---Ludendorff 
continues--  we will have a decisive advantage. If we would be able to defeat Italy, for 
instance, we could deploy  better our forces and to make the western front stronger before 
the arrive of the Americans. 
On the Italian front,  is in command a general whose name is a kind of tongue-twister: 
Vojskovoda Svetozar Boroevic von Bojna. His soldiers call him “ The lion of the Isonzo”. He 
fights well, he defends better; he has stopped Cadorna many times, but he is not the 
predestined. Now, time to attack has arrived. And, in addiction, with German troops. 
Ludendorff chooses for the hammer blow the experienced general Otto von Below and 
gives him a “ mixed” Army- the XVI- formed by Austrian units and by excellent German 
divisions. Perhaps Boroevic is disappointed, perhaps he is tense or under pressure, but 
when the new commander reveals to him the goal of the offensive ( reaching the 
Tagliamento river) , instead of being enthusiastic , he screams: “  Tagliamento river? It is 
impossible! It is impossible!”  
And, in fact, they will arrive to Piave river. 
 
Attack and defence. 
 
On the Isonzo front, on the eve of the twelfth offensive, not very reassuring rumours are 
running: the foe is moving, someone swears of having seen German divisions; in the air 
there is tension. Cadorna reassures: nothing important is going to happen; the weather is 
changing, the winter is imminent. Perhaps the enemy will try to attack us, but only for 
keeping us under pressure, nothing more. All on defence, thus. To rest and   to prepare us 
for the next Spring. And he adds: if the foe attacks us, we must open immediately fire with 
big and mid calibres . And we must take away the heavy artillery from the advanced 
positions. It is September 18th . 
Someone obeys ( the  Duke of Aosta, Third Army), someone does not obey. General Luigi 
Capello, for instance,  has deployed part of his  huge  Second Army( seven hundred 
thousand men, eight Corps) on defence, but he has left the heavy artillery on the advanced 
positions. Capello is a brilliant officer, perhaps his health is frail, but his ideas are very 
firm. He is an “offensivist” and he does not hide it. His tactical credo is the following: the 
defence could be a springboard for an immediate offensive. Does the foe attack us? Well. 
We stop him and, immediately afterward, we counterattack. He is convinced that the 
meaning of the order issued by Cadorna on September 18th  be this. And , thus, he leaves 
his heavy cannons where they should not stay. When Cadorna becomes aware of the 
Capello’s decision( a little bit in delay, in truth) he orders: take the guns away from there. 
And quickly. Quickly? It is October 18th  : only a week lacks  to the beginning of the battle 
of Caporetto.  
In short: while the Austro-German troops are moving, almost undetected, towards the 
frontline, our guns are too advanced, our first line is too crowded. And our reserves are too 



rearward. There is nothing at Plezzo, a little at   Tolmino: the bulk of the reserves is in the 
area of Cividale ( behind the Second Army) and in the area of Palmanova ( behind the 
Third Army). It is a nasty situation: if the enemy breaks through, we run the risk to lose 
our canons and with them the possibility to stop him in time.  
On the eve of Caporetto, Cadorna could deploy his men in a better way. If he were 
convinced about an attack in forces. But he excludes a massive Austrian attack. In his 
opinion it is possible that the enemy attack in the area of Tolmino, but he is convinced that 
it will be  a demonstrative attack. And, in his opinion, in that area two steady and reliable 
Corps are deployed. 
The two “steady” and “reliable” Corps are the Sixth Corps under command of General 
Alberto Cavaciocchi and the Twenty-seventh  under Pietro Badoglio. Both are under the 
overall command of General Capello. And sometimes, of General Luca Montuori. Capello, 
in fact, is suffering from nephrite, he often must be admitted to hospital. When he is 
admitted, Montuori takes over the command; when Capello comes back from the hospital, 
Montuori  returns the command to him. And this fact is more a damage than an advantage. 
 
All in order 
 
Our information service insists: the foe is on march,  Germans troops have been seen. Two 
Rumanian deserters – two officers- are more precise: Yes, the Germans are here, they have 
elite troops, gas projectiles; the attack is imminent and it will take place between Plezzo 
and Tolmino. A Bohemian deserter delivers us the copy of the whole attack plan: the 
targets, the units, the strength, the names of the officers. Do we take this information into 
consideration? Certainly not. Our defensive deployment  remains substantially untouched 
and the Cadorna’s opinions do not change. He moves to the area of Tolmino the patched-
up Seventh Corps of General Bongiovanni and moves some units from one sector to the 
other sector. This is all.   
But the weak points remain weak. Some units are still deployed on the left bank of Isonzo 
and the rejoin point between the Fourth and the Twenty-seventh  Corps is still not very 
guarded. Worried, Cavaciocchi asks Badoglio if all is in order. Of course, is his answer. 
Of course? 
 
The forces. 
 
At this point, glancing the opposite arrays, although in summary, is useful. In the “hot” 
zone, from north to south, the Capello’s Second Army and the Duke of Aosta’s Third Army 
are deployed. Von Below with the Fourteenth Army is in front of the Second Army. He has 
deployed his units in accordance with the planes: Alfred Krauss is in the zone of Plezzo, 
Albert von Berrer and Karl Scotti are deployed in the zone of Tolmino and Hermann Stein 
is midway between the two groups. According to the plan, Krauss and Stein are to attack 
Cavaciocchi and his Fourth Corps; Berrer e Scotti are to attack Badoglio and his XXVII 
Corps.  From the Tridentine front,  Baron Conrad von Hoetzendorff is in movement: a 
huge encirclement is about to taking shape.  
(See the map below). 
 
On October 24th it is drizzling. A slim mist  is stagnant over the area, the visibility is poor. 
At 2:00 a.m., with German punctuality, the Austro-German artilleries start the opening 
fire. They shoot gas projectiles. In the basin of Plezzo, the gas kills more than three 
thousands men, perhaps because of  ineffective gas masks, or perhaps because, being of 
new generation ( hydrogen cyanide?) , it can not neutralized by the masks. The 
bombardment breaks off for about a hour, then, around 6:30 a.m., a devastating 
destruction fire begins.  



The German guns raze to the ground the trenches, the communication trenches, the 
shelters, the advanced positions, the telephone lines. And the counter-preparation  fire 
ordered by Cadorna? Ineffective, belated and unrealistic. Has someone misinterpreted ? 
Has someone interpreted the Cadorna’s order  in the sense that it were necessary to wait 
the destruction fire( instead of the opening fire ) before starting the counter– battery fire? 
A fact is certain: our guns—our power—remain almost silent. And in particular, those ones 
of Colonel Cannoniere are silent.  
At 8 a.m. the Austro- German artillery has not still stop shooting. But the infantries do not 
wait that the fire stop completely. Exploiting the poor visibility, they  advance and attack. 
Krauss advances in the area nearby Plezzo, heading towards  the  Saga’s bottleneck; Stein 
heads towards the rejoin point between the Cavaciocchi’s Corps and Badoglio’s Corps. The 
Austro- German do not attack, for the moment, the heights, neither they take care to cover 
their flanks. At 9:30 a.m. , Krauss breaks through and he overflows in the basin of Za 
Kraju: Stein, after having defeated the 19th  Division on the left bank of Isonzo, crosses the 
river and moves towards Mount Matajur. At 4:00 pm. ,an unit of his—the division of von 
Lequis—reaches the village of Caporetto.  
And the Badoglio’s guns? They do not shoot. The “brilliant” General is not on the first line 
of combat: he is a little bit behind, in the village of Cosi, where he has brought his 
headquarter. Faithful to the order, Cannoniere is waiting for the green line by his 
commander. But Badoglio can not give him any green line. The German opening  fire has 
destroyed the telephone cables, and Badoglio  can not communicate. Outcome: the Italian 
batteries, vaunt of the Royal Italian Army, are captured without firing a shot. It is in 
practice a kind of joke for one whose name is …Cannoniere;  a sentence without appeal for 
the rigid and bureaucratic  structure of the Italian chain of command. And a terrible moral  
blow for Badoglio. Once heard about the presence of the Germans, he had said: “ It is much 
better like this. In our POW camps, the German  military insignia lacked!”  
Later, a strange version will spread: it was a wanted manoeuvre. Badoglio had kept his 
cannons silent to give the foe the impression that the zone were desert. He wanted – it was 
told--to lure the Austro- Germans into a narrow basin, in order to annihilate them. The “ 
Volzana trap” is, probably—rather almost certainly – a legend. And however it was 
confirmed by the German commanders themselves. Krauss wrote, more or less, this: we 
were about to fall into  a damned trap and only the bravery, the courage and so on of our 
soldiers have avoided it. The reference to the bravery of his soldiers casts a shadow over 
the truthfulness of the Krauss’ statements: perhaps the General appropriates of a rumour 
without any foundation only for celebrating the valour of his soldiers.  
 
On the heights the fights have been very harsh. It has been written: the Italians took on 
their heels. It is untrue.  In the “infausto settore “(“unlucky sector”), many fought with 
bravery and courage, many contended to the enemy the ground, inch by inch: the Alpini 
(Elite mountain troops) on Monte Rombon, for instance. Or on Monte Nero ( Black 
Mount). And many other units. But , on the contrary, many gave in suddenly; others 
abandoned without any apparent  reason some key-positions ( General Arrighi at the 
Saga’s bottleneck); many soldiers threw out their rifle, changed their uniform with civilian 
clothes, many of them plundered or raped. Almost nine thousand troops – the equivalent 
of a pair of divisions—surrendered to a young lieutenant of the German Jaeger. Infiltrating 
through our lines with a handful of men, lieutenant Erwin Rommel non only had 
captivated all those prisoners, but he had also conquered the strategic height of Matajur.  
There was no cover any more, this was the truth. The Austro-German offensive was making 
explode among our soldiers their  frustrations repressed for a long time , their resentments 
nursed for a long time, their  rancour for the  true or alleged wrongs suffered, the 
humiliations suffered. That moment lasted long time. And it was terrible. Then that 



moment went by. And many of those soldiers  gathered themselves, with an other morale, 
on the banks of the Piave river.    
On the terrain, after the breakthrough, the situation seems paradoxical: we are defending 
the heights, the  foe is going quickly along the basins. General Caviglia has written: we 
were closing the windows, and were leaving the doors open. And through those doors – 
with some effort—also Berrer and Scotti infiltrate. They are coming from Tolmino and they 
are approaching, respectively,  to Mount Jeza and to Mount Globocack. 
And Cadorna? The generalissimo keeps calm and although he be unaware of the real 
proportions of the disaster which had happened in those early hours ( Cavaciocchi  informs 
him only at 6:00 p.m.), he assesses the possibility to withdraw to Tagliamento. He sends 
reinforcements to the critical points ( and Capello acts in the same way), he individuates 
three defensive lines hinged on some heights, but when the moment to give the order 
arrives, he thinks it over. He consults Montuori and he asks him if be possible 
withstanding without withdrawing till the line of the river. Had affirmative answer, he 
decides to run the risk and he does not give the order of withdrawal .  
Why does General Montuori  give that answer? Is he not seeing what is happening or is he 
really convinced to withstand? And how? The reserves are too far; the road are crowded by 
soldiers and by scared civilian; Krauss has already crossed the key-position of Mount Stol: 
Stein has crossed the Mount Maggiore ( one of the pivot of the Italian defence) and now is 
at less of six kilometres from Cividale; Berrer and Scotti are at Corada, on the edge of the 
plain of Friuli; the 3rd  Army is under threat of encirclement.   
Withstanding? 
 
Epilogue 
 
We know how the battle ended. Cadorna ordered the withdrawal in a first time to the 
Tagliamento, then, not being able to held this line, he ordered the withdrawal to the Piave 
river. And here, the Austro-German push became weaker and finally, ended. Ludendorff 
called elsewhere the von Below’s troops; the Allies reinforced our defensive line with some 
divisions, Cadorna was replaced by General Armando Diaz and the situation, slowly, 
changed. The Piave became, at the same time, our last line of defence and the springboard  
of our victory.  
Afterward Caporetto and after the end of the war many heads fell. The Cadorna’s head, for 
instance-- he had accused of cowardice the soldiers, for him the sole  responsible of the 
defeat;  the Capello’s head, that one of Cavaciocchi( the only general who did not accuse 
the soldiers), that one of Bongiovanni. Not the head of Badoglio. Why? 
The author or the “Volzana trap”, was not put on trial –it was said- because of his masonic  
friendships, because of his activism during the withdrawal when he organized groups of 
nixed-up soldiers and because of other reasons. Anyway, Badoglio—who was waiting for 
the Carabinieri and martial court, not for honours and benefits—was appointed vice- chief 
of Staff( in practice, the deputy of Diaz); he collaborated to prepare the plans for the battle 
of Vittorio Veneto( even if,  later,  General Ugo Cavallero will claim them as his); from the 
report of the commission of inquiry appointed to investigate about the disaster of 
Caporetto, thirteen pages will disappear (but it is not proved). Those pages were not very 
flattering about his behaviour during those dramatic days; he had titles ( Marquis of 
Sabotino), honours, important positions ( Chief of Staff). But not the acquittal from 
Cadorna.  
Who or what was guilty? The “coward” soldiers? The internal front? The pope and the “ 
useless slaughter”. The “red” defeatism? Or the too weak defences? The reserves deployed 
in a wrong way? The underestimation of the foe? A bureaucratic  and slow chain of 
command ? The backwardness of an army in which the soldiers were considered cannon 



fodder and nothing more? The “offensivist” obsessions of some Generals? The ineptitude 
of others? 
 
You can find  the answers here:  
 
Mario Cervi, Caporetto, Mondadori, 1974 
Lorenzo Del Boca, Grande Guerra , piccoli generali, Utet, 2007 
Francesco Fadini, Caporetto dalla parte del vincitore, Mursia, 1992 
Emilio Faldella, Caporetto: le vere cause di una tragedia, Cappelli, 1967 
Angelo Gatti, Caporetto: diario di guerra, Il Mulino, 2007 
Ernest Hemingway, Addio alle armi, Oscar Mondadori, 2002 
Nicola Labanca. Caporetto: storia di una disfatta, Giunti, 1997 
Piero Melograni, Storia politica della Grande Guerra, Mondadori, 1998 
Alberto Monticone, La battaglia di Caporetto, Udine, 1999 
Philippe Rostan, L’Europa in pericolo: Caporetto 1917, Milano, 1974 
Ronald Seth, Caporetto, Garzanti 1977 
Mario Silvestri, Caporetto: una battaglia e  un enigma, BUR, 2003 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


